WHAT IS SAVIR?

The Society for Advancement of Violence and Injury Research (SAVIR) is a professional organization that provides leadership and fosters excellence in the science of preventing and treating violence and injury. SAVIR’s mission and aims are achieved through multiple member activities in research, research dissemination, program development and evaluation, consultation, education, and training.

NUMEROUS BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP

- **Access to hundreds of high-quality researchers.** SAVIR members are leaders who utilize a range of disciplines and rigorous scientific methods to identify risk factors for and solutions to leading violence and injury issues. Members can participate in the SAVIR Mentor Program, and receive mentorship from leaders in the field or be a mentor to junior faculty and students.

- **Opportunities for networking.** Through participation in special projects and publications, the SAVIR Mentor Program, and via social media platforms, members can interact with other leading researchers. Membership also provides access to an online membership directory.

- **Enhance skills and knowledge through webinars.** SAVIR regularly offers webinars presenting timely and high-quality research addressing leading intentional and unintentional injuries. Members receive preference in proposing webinars, and also have access to archived webinars.

- **Access to resources.** SAVIR members have access to syllabi from injury courses, advocacy training, and other materials developed by leaders in the field. SAVIR is proud to sponsor with the SafetyLit Foundation the SAVIR Instrument Library where these educational resources are located.

- **Access to the journal *Injury Prevention*.** Members receive reduced cost access to *Injury Prevention*, the journal of SAVIR. This is a tremendous benefit for violence and injury professionals at organizations and institutions that do not have a subscription to this journal.

- **Participate in conferences.** Beginning in 2017, SAVIR will be hosting annual conferences. This is the leading conference for violence and injury research. SAVIR members receive reduced registration.

- **Join action-oriented committees.** SAVIR members can advance the field of violence and injury research by joining any one of our action-oriented committees: Advocacy and Policy, Conference and Programs, Council of Centers, Nominations, Science and Research, Training and Infrastructure, Communications, and Membership. Visit SAVIR’s webpage for more information.

For information on membership fees and latest news from SAVIR, visit our webpage [https://savir.wildapricot.org](https://savir.wildapricot.org). To stay up to date on the latest SAVIR news make sure to follow the SAVIR Facebook and Twitter page (@saviororg)!